
American Inspiration 

Thoughts for today and every day . . .  

“Reputation is a bubble which bursts when a man tries to blow 
it up for himself.”  Emma Carleton 

•••••• 
“Footprints on the sands of time are not made by sitting down.”  

Author unknown 

•••••• 
“Frustration is your worst enemy.  You have to continue to stop 
yourself from letting it drive you to make irrational decisions.”  

Henry R. Kravis 

•••••• 

“Light your candle.  You never know where the beam might 
reach.”  Isabel H. Fasshauer  

American Update 
School will be out soon for everyone and summer will be upon us.  This will be the last 
week of the American Inspiration until September, as we take a summer break, as you 
do.  May your summer be filled of fun and delightful activities and we hope that some 
of you share your summer with us at an American Camp. 
 
Make sure to visit us on Facebook and let us know how your summer activities come 
together. Have a great break and we will connect with you again in September. 

 
Inspiration of the Week 
This is my wish for you.... 

Confidence in your abilities 
To be alive in the glories of each day 

Times of peace 
Many things to smile about 



Ever lovelier pathways 
Time for small pleasures 

Many beautiful risings of the moon 
That you are surrounded with beauty 

Unlimited horizons 
That light and beauty surround you 

The luxury of shade of a summer day 
A peaceful time alone to think 

A sense of your true worth 
The confidence to fly 

A soaring spirit 
A perfect day!!! 
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